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The US Commerce Department’s Bureau of Industry and Security (“BIS”) 

and the US State Department’s Directorate of Defense Trade Controls 

(“DDTC”) recently published final rules to move most civil and commer-

cial satellites and components from the U.S. Munitions List (“USML”) to 

the Commerce Control List (“CCL”). 

 

These final rules represent important progress in ongoing efforts to re-

form export controls and remove unnecessarily restricted items from 

International Traffic in Arms Regulations (“ITAR”) control.  These chang-

es were advocated by Congress and the President in late 2012 and early 

2013. 

 

Prior to this statutory shift all satellites were controlled under the ITAR 

including those for commercial, research, and communications purpos-

es. Moving these items to the CCL makes them eligible for less restric-

tive licensing including some license exceptions under the Export Admin-

istration Regulations (“EAR”).  However, some items will be subject to 

more restrictions including special rules for exports to China and foreign

-made items that incorporate US-origin components. 
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The final rules went into effect on November 10, 2014.  U.S. producers and exporters of satellites and sat-

ellite components as well as others in the industry should be aware of this altered regulatory environment 

and the related compliance obligations that may impact their business.  
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- DISCLAIMER -  

This alert is intended solely as a public service informational item.  It is not an offer of representation 

nor a solicitation of representation.  It is not intended to provide legal advice, and no legal or business 

decision should be based on its content. If you have any questions about the contents of this alert, 

please contact Tyler Rauert at the email address provided below.  If you wish not to receive future 

alerts or other informational items, please phone Josh Appel at 303.557.6488. 
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